The present study was the first to use the functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) methodology to investigate the neural correlates of race categorization of own-and other-race faces. We found that Chinese participants categorized the race of Caucasian faces more accurately and faster than that of Chinese faces, replicating the robust effect of the other-race categorization advantage. Regions of interest (ROI) analyses revealed greater neural activations when participants were categorizing own-race faces than other-race faces in the bilateral ventral occipito-temporal cortex (VOT) such as the fusiform face areas (FFAs) and the occipital face areas (OFAs). Within the left FFA, there was also a significant negative correlation between the behavioral difference of own-and other-race face categorization accuracy and the activation difference between categorizing own-and other-race faces. Whole brain analyses showed that categorizing own-race faces induced greater activations in the right medial frontal cortex (MFC) and right inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) than categorizing other-race faces. Psychophysiological interaction (PPI) analyses revealed that the frontal cortical regions interacted more strongly with the posterior VOT during the categorization of own-race faces than that of other-race faces. Overall, our findings suggest that relative to the categorization of other-race faces, more cortical resources are engaged during the categorization of own-race faces with which we have a higher level of processing expertise. This increased involvement of cortical neural sources perhaps serves to provide more in-depth processing of own-race faces (such as individuation), which in turn paradoxically results in the behavioral other-race categorization advantage.
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Introduction
Behavioral research has well established that individuals process own-and other-race faces differently. One well-known effect is the other-race effect (ORE), or more precisely, the other-race recognition disadvantage. This effect refers to the fact that individuals recognize own-race faces more accurately and faster than other-race faces. Extensive research has been devoted to elucidate this phenomenon involving infants, children, and adults from various racial backgrounds (for reviews, see Hugenberg, Young, Bernstein, & Sacco, 2010; Lee, Anzures, Quinn, Pascalis, & Slater, 2011; Meissner & Brigham, 2001) .
Overshadowed by the extensive research on the other-race recognition disadvantage is the work on the other-race categorization advantage. This effect refers to the paradoxical phenomenon whereby, contrary to the other-race recognition disadvantage, when individuals are asked to categorize faces according to their race, the processing time to categorize other-race faces is shorter than that to categorize own-race faces; in some cases, the categorizing accuracy of other-race faces is also higher than that of own-race faces (Caldara, Rossion, Bovet, & Hauert, 2004; Ge et al., 2009; Levin, 1996 Levin, , 2000 Valentine & Endo, 1992; Zhao & Bentin, 2008) .
Several social cognitive models have been proposed to explain either the other-race recognition disadvantage alone or the two other-race effects concurrently. For example, a contact hypothesis attempts to explain the other-race recognition disadvantage in terms of experience. It suggests that with increased exposure to own-race faces, individuals' visual system becomes increasingly
